Scientific Games Showcases Full OpenSports Solution and
Casino Content at ICE North America
LAS VEGAS – May 14, 2019 – Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) (“Scientific
Games”) is showcasing its full portfolio of complete, end-to-end sportsbook and digital casino
solutions at ICE North America, held at the Boston Convention and Exhibition Center.

Scientific Games is exhibiting its OpenSports proposition from Stand A30. The modular and
flexible full-stack sportsbook solution comprises five pillars:


OpenBet™ - The industry’s proven and scalable betting engine



OpenPlatform - Player account management including promotions and wallet



OpenTrade - Full risk and liability management, pricing and trading tools



OpenEngage - Full turnkey frontends across mobile, web and retail



OpenAccelerate – Helping operators more effectively implement, manage and run the
day to day business of their sportsbook

The redesigned sportsbook solution can be scaled, mixed, and matched to meet the needs of
any regulated operator.

Scientific Games is also bringing its groundbreaking digital casino content to ICE North
America, showcasing its upcoming roadmap of innovative titles and features. Titles on display
will include Jin Ji Bao Xi™ Endless Treasure™, a land-based hit reimagined for the digital
arena; Merlin’s Money Burst; and new games that leverage the Megaways™ brand, licensed
to SG Digital by Big Time Gaming - including the recently released Medusa™ Megaways.
Available on Scientific Games’ award-winning Open Gaming System content aggregation
platform, the titles feature player-favorite themes and mechanics that bring player experience
to the next level.
Jordan Levin, Group Chief Executive, Digital at Scientific Games, said: “We are proud to
highlight the evolution of our sportsbook and casino products and services at ICE North
America, a show that provides the perfect platform to showcase our landmark OpenSports
product suite and winning casino content. Our unified product portfolio represents the next

step in empowering our partners to deliver enhanced customer engagement as we continue
to offer more innovative solutions for today’s players.”
Megaways™ is a trademark owned by Big Time Gaming. Used with permission. All rights
reserved.
All ® notices signify marks registered in the United States. © 2019 Scientific Games
Corporation. All rights reserved.
About Scientific Games
Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) is a world leader in gaming entertainment offering the
industry's broadest and most integrated portfolio of game content, advanced systems, cutting-edge
platforms and professional services. Scientific Games is #1 in technology-based gaming systems,
digital real-money gaming and sports betting platforms, casino table games and utility products and
lottery instant games, and a leading provider of games, systems and services for casino, lottery and
social gaming. Committed to responsible gaming, Scientific Games delivers what customers and
players value most: trusted security, engaging entertainment content, operating efficiencies and
innovative technology. For more information, please visit www.scientificgames.com.
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Forward-Looking Statements
In this press release, Scientific Games makes "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the
U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements can be identified by
words such as "will," "may," and "should." These statements are based upon management's current
expectations, assumptions and estimates and are not guarantees of timing, future results or
performance. Therefore, you should not rely on any of these forward-looking statements as
predictions of future events. Actual results may differ materially from those contemplated in these
statements due to a variety of risks and uncertainties and other factors, including those factors
described in our filings with the SEC, including Scientific Games’ current reports on Form 8-K,
quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its latest annual report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC on March
1, 2018 (including under the headings "Forward Looking Statements" and "Risk Factors"). Forwardlooking statements speak only as of the date they are made and, except for Scientific Games' ongoing
obligations under the U.S. federal securities laws, Scientific Games undertakes no obligation to
publicly update any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events
or otherwise.

